The Power of One: AirVantage® Smart Connectivity

In our data-centric world, the success of your IoT application depends on always-on connectivity for your critical assets, wherever they may be.

AirVantage® Smart Connectivity offers an intelligent, resilient global SIM, a unified connectivity management platform, and a support team with three decades of IoT experience to keep your critical assets connected and operational, around the globe.

Key Benefits

- Simplify operations with a single SIM for global deployments, even in countries with roaming restrictions.
- Accelerate time-to-market with comprehensive set of APIs.
- Enhance solution uptime with our patented network switching algorithm and redundant global core networks.
- Ensure future-proof operations with our eUICC/eSIM, connecting your assets to local carriers and technologies.

ONE GLOBAL SIM: UNLEASHING RESILIENCE
- Enjoy unwavering multi-network access via over 600 operator networks spanning 190+ countries.
- eSIM/eUICC equipped with two profiles ensures seamless global coverage, even in countries with roaming restrictions.
- Real-time network outage detection coupled with network switching guarantees maximum uptime for your connected assets.

ONE MANAGEMENT PLATFORM: SIMPLIFYING OPERATIONS
- Take control of your IoT deployment: easy configuration and management of all your SIMs. e.g., set alerts for anomalies, automate corrective actions, use real-time or historical data for network diagnosis.
- Manage your SIMs from Semtech and third-party carriers all in one place.
- Easy integration into your own management portal courtesy of our APIs.

ONE IOT PARTNER: YOUR TRUSTED ALLY
- Partner with an IoT trailblazer boasting over 30 years of device-to-cloud IoT experience.
- 365/24/7 support from skilled professionals with end-to-end IoT experience.
- Our Global Network Operations Center (GNOC) works to keep your applications connected, ensuring proactive alerts, and maximum uptime for peace of mind.

WE MAKE IOT EASY WITH

One Global SIM  |  One Management Platform  |  One IoT Partner
SMART CONNECTIVITY

The global cellular connectivity service is available in two variants to cater to diverse deployment needs.

Smart Connectivity – ADVANCED
- One intelligent global SIM with built-in resilience
- Seamless switching between multiple networks and technologies
- Global coverage across 190 countries through 600+ networks

Smart Connectivity – PREMIUM
- Seamless switching between our ADVANCED profile and an eUICC-enabled second mobile network operator profile
- Universal coverage, even in countries with roaming restrictions
- Access to all three leading carrier networks in the U.S. with a single SIM (AT&T, T-Mobile and Verizon)

THE AIRVANTAGE SMART CONNECTIVITY OFFER

*C The North American connections will be grouped onto one platform, while the Australasian connections will be grouped into another platform.

CARRIER+

Carrier+ is a connectivity service designed to simplify regional deployments. It offers the freedom to choose local carrier(s) for deployments across the US, Canada, Mexico, Australia and New Zealand, and the convenience to manage all carrier SIMs on the same platform.*

- Deploy in the US, Canada, Australia and New Zealand with major tier-1 carriers
- SIM fleet management through a single Management Platform
To Learn More

please visit our webpage at www.sierrawireless.com/iot-services/smart-connectivity.
For further information, feel free to reach out to us at sales@sierrawireless.com.
We appreciate your interest and thank you for your consideration.